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What Happened at COP26? (unprecedented unity of financial industry)
“Witnessed a seesaw tilting slowly” (one senior leader of UNEP FI)
UNEP FI: United Nations Environment Programme Financial Initiative

conventional economy

sustainable economy

Conventional economy: Mass production, consumption, waste
Sustainable economy: Balance among the environment, society &
economy

Glasgow Financial Alliance for Net Zero（GFANZ） launched Nov. 3, 2021
Net-Zero Banking
Alliance (NZBA)

Net Zero Asset Manager Initiative
(NZAM)

Paris Aligned Investment
Initiative (PAII)

Net-Zero Asset Owner
Alliance (NZAOA)

Net Zero Financial Service
Providers Alliance (NZFPA)

Net Zero Insurance
Alliance (NZIA)

Net Zero Investment Consultants
Initiative (NZICI)

Abt. 450 financial
institutions (total
asset 14,700 t yen)
commit to net zero
by 2050

Signatory Japanese financial institutions: [Banking] MUFG, Mizuho FG, Sumitomo Mitsui FG, Sumitomo Mitsui Trust Holdings, Nomura Holdings; [Asset management] Mitsui Sumitomo
Trust Asset Management, Asset Management One, Mitsubishi UFJ Asset Management, Mitsubishi UFJ Trust and Banking, Mitsubishi UFJ Kokusai Asset Management, MU Investments,
Nikko Asset Management, Nissay Asset Management, Nomura Asset Management; [Asset owners] Nippon Life Insurance, Dai-ichi Life Insurance, Meiji Yasuda Life Insurance,
Sumitomo Life Insurance
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Developments in Japan -- Doors Opened by Stewardship Code
ESG investments balance in Japanese market
World
market:
USD 18 t
(2014)

0.7 t yen (2014)
26.6 t yen (2015)
56.3 t yen (2016)
136.6 t yen (2017 )
231.9 t yen (2018)
336.0 t yen (2019)
310.0 t yen (2020)

2013

Japan Revitalization Strategy (capital
market/government reforms launched)

2014

Launched Stewardship Code (indirectly suggesting
need for ESG considerations)
Ito Report (recommendations on desirable
relationship-building between companies and
investors; reference to ESG)

2015

GPIF (Government Pension Investment Fund)
became signatory to PRI (displaying international
leadership)
Launched Corporate Governance Code

2017

Ito Report 2.0 (Focus on ESG/Intangible asset)
GPIF introduces ESG Index; Invests 1 t yen

My personal impression at the time: levee (dam) has breached
World

514.0 t yen (2021)
(source) JSIF Survey (Balance of financial products for
individual investors for 2014; survey with institutional investors
from 2015 on)
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Developments at Governmental Ministries/Institutions



















High Level Panel for ESG Finance
Green finance portal
Developed guidelines for green bond,
green loan, sustainability-liked loan,
etc.
Established ESG Finance Awards
Japan
Regional ESG finance promotion
program (Issued Practical Guide for
Regional ESG finance promotion)
Principles for Financial Action for the
21st Century, etc.




Participation in NGFS（Network for
Greening the Financial System）
Funding to support climate action,
etc.









SDGs finance for regional revitalization
financial research/study group (commending
SDGs finance for regional revitalization)
Developed guidelines for registration/
certification of SDGs finance for regional
revitalization

Chief Sustainable Finance Officer/Sustainable Finance Promotion Office
Stewardship/Corporate Governance Code
Disclosure Working Group: Discussion on how to disclose non-financial information
Expert Panel on Sustainable Finance (issued report in June 2021)
Joined NGFS, IPSF (International Platform on Sustainable Finance)
“JFSA’s Strategy for Sustainable Development Goals”
Formed a coordination team with the Ministry of the Environment on promotion of
Regional ESG finance (March 2021)
Study group on impact investment, etc.
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Ito Report (guide to value co-sharing )
Basic guidelines for climate transition
finance
Sectoral roadmaps to promote
transition finance
Climate Innovation Finance Strategy
2020
Study group on non-financial
information disclosure guideline
TCFD Consortium, etc.

Basic approach (from “Overview”)
Sustainable finance is an infrastructure supporting a
sustainable socioeconomic system. Private sector
needs to take initiatives but government should
promote enabling policies.
Overarching Issues (from “Overview”)
- Taking into account ESG factors is desirable in
fulfilling fiduciary duty.
- Desirable to implement diverse ideas to promote
impact financing.
- Important to participate in international
discussion on taxonomy and to promote transition
finance (incl. developing sectoral roadmaps)
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About Principles for Financial Action for the 21st Century
Review of first 10 years of Principles for Financial Action for the 21st Century toward sustainable society:
Past, Present, Future (from the 10th anniversary project)

Issued October 2011

No. of signatories

299

(as of Jan. 13, 2022)

PFA21 Website

General Assembly
Steering
Committee

Auditor

commission
Working Groups (main body)

Deposit/Loan/
Leasing
Environmental Real
Estate

Insurance

Secretariat (entrusted
to external org.)

Monthly seminars with first-rate
lecturers (13 times in 2021)
Presentation materials and archived
videos posted on the website

Management/
Securities/Investment Banking
Supporting Sustainable
Communities

Activities by signatories in
each financial year
(annual reporting
mandatory) can be
searched and accessed
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Beyond ESG: Concept of Impact
Principles for Responsible Banking (PRB)
September 2019
Principles for Responsible Investment (PRI)
April 2006

ESG

←Core Philosophy→

IMPACT

Principle 2: IMPACT & TARGET SETTING
We will continuously increase our positive impacts while reducing the negative
impacts on, and managing the risks to, people and environment resulting from
our activities, products and services. To this end, we will set and publish targets
where we can have the most significant impacts.
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2021: First Year of Impact Finance in Japan
21 private financial institutions signed Japan Impact-driven Financing Initiative

(27 signatories as of Feb. 1, 2022)
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Risk or Opportunity: a paper-thin difference
(Finance can play an important role to encourage timely action)
Lined up side by side at the starting line

Decarbonization
is a challenge for
all industries &
companies
Companies quick to shift gear
toward 2050 decarbonization

Companies lagging behind
the changes of the times
and do nothing

AccumulaƟon of technological innovaƟons indispensable to achieve 2050 decarbonizaƟon → Need to set a sciencebased timeline and act on it steadily
Finance needs to run alongside companies based on the timeline
(transition finance)
Transition Finance (outline)
fund use
specified
fund use notspecified

(source) METI “Basic Guidelines on Climate Transition
Finance”

1
transition
bond/loan

3

green
bond/loan

Transition finance must meet the four elements of these
Guidelines, as well as other elements such as the issuance
process, defined in the existing principles and guidelines*.

１

An Instrument where Use of Proceeds does not fall
under Green Projects* but meets the four elements
of transition

２

General Corporate purpose instrument that meets
the four elements of transition, sets targets in line
with the transition strategy, and changes the terms
and conditions of financing depending on the
achievement of predefined objects

３

An instrument where Use of Proceeds falls under
Green Projects* and meets the four elements of
transition

2
sustainabilitylinked bond/loan
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*contents of Green Bond Principles/Guidelines, Social Bond
Principles/Guidelines (including those to be issued in future)
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4 Elements of Transition Finance & Sectoral Roadmaps
Element

1

Fundraiser’s climate transition strategy
& governance

Goals of transition finance
• Implementing transition strategies that incorporate targets aligned with the
goals of the Paris Agreement and the intention to transform the business
towards decarbonization
• Incorporation of environmental and social contributions other than climate
change into the transition strategy (a " just transition")

Element

2

Business model environmental
immateriality

Initiatives covered by the transition strategy
• Core business activities that are environmentally material today and in
the future
(including business activities of fundraisers who have indicated that
climate change is an environmentally material part of business
activities)

Transition strategy and governance disclosures
• Disclosures can be aligned with the frameworks such as the TCFD
recommendations
Element

3

Science-based climate transition
strategy including targets and pathways

Science-based targets and pathways
• Science-based targets are reduction targets required for achieving the goals
of the Paris Agreement (covering Scopes 1 through 3)
• Short- to mid-term targets should be set on the pathway toward the longterm targets
• Since targets are set in consideration of various factors, including regional
and sectoral characteristics, it is possible that the pathway may not
necessarily be linear
References and benchmarks
• Scenarios recognized in the international community: SDS outlined by the IEA
• Consideration by internationally recognized NGOs: SBTi and the like
• Nationally Determined Contributions of countries aligned with the goals of
the Paris Agreement

Element

4

Implementation transparency

Targets of investment plan
• The investment plan includes not only capital expenditure (Capex) but
also operational expenditure (Opex)
• Costs related to research and development, M&A, and dismantling
and removal of facilities are also subject to the investment plan
Results and impact of implementing the investment plan
• Use quantitative indicators where possible
• If quantification is difficult, the use of external certification systems
can be considered as a substitute for qualitative assessment
• Incorporate considerations of a “just transition”

(source) METI “Basic Guidelines on Climate Transition” (overview)

•
•
•
•
•

Roadmap to indicate a concrete direction for transition for high emitter companies to achieve 2050 carbon neutrality.
Companies are expected to refer to it when considering climate actions utilizing transition finance.
Financial institution can use it to judge whether a company’s strategy/actions are suitable for transition finance.
Develop a roadmap for steel, chemical, electricity, gas, pulp & paper, and cement industries.
Develop based on discussions at METI’s “Taskforce for Formulating Roadmaps for Promoting Transition Finance in the area of Economy
and Industry.”
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